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Abstract

This paper conceptualizes a framework that features multiple dimensions for modeling the multiple aspects of complex automation systems. This framework facilitates open and scalable system architecture. Its well-defined structures facilitate efficient processing of system intelligence. Several automation models are used to illustrate the validity of this framework. This work is supported jointly by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Systems Integration for Manufacturing Applications (SIMA) Joint Architecture project and the NIST Intelligent Systems Division (ISD) Tools project.

1. Introduction

The major US automotive manufacturers have issued a white paper citing open and modular architecture controllers as resulting in benefits including reduced initiative and lifecycle costs, maximized machine up time, easy maintenance, easy integration, and efficient incorporation of new technologies [1]. In a workshop on advanced machine tool research directions sponsored by the Manufacturing Engineering Laboratory of the NIST, industrial participants expressed their desire for complex and advanced control capabilities that are agile and portable [2]. Sweet et al. [3] identified that large scale, real-time, and distributed are among the key software technologies for the Aerospace Industries Association (AIA). Software is a predominant factor in determining the success and performance of complex control systems. Meanwhile, the fundamental and generic principles of handling software and systems engineering processes are still being searched for within the global engineering community. Large scale automation and intelligent systems impose another layer of difficulty due to their often mission critical and real-time nature. Recent efforts in the areas of computer-aided software engineering environments and architectures include a modular architecture for autonomous robots [4] and a Task Control Architecture (TCA) [5]. However, scalability might be a problem for these architectures as they are not intended to model multiple cooperating agents. Object oriented paradigms [6, 8] are popular for handling the representation problems of software systems. However, literatures [7, 8] have pointed out that these paradigms are not necessary for all the problems.

Researchers in the Intelligent Systems Division (ISD) of Manufacturing Engineering Laboratory of the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) have been developing and applying a particular approach, called Real-time Control Systems (RCS) [9], to this automation and intelligent control problem. RCS covers most of the major critical issues demanded by the manufacturing, control, and software engineering industries. The remainder of the paper attempts to illustrate several of

\[ \text{Figure 1: A Multiple Dimensional Reference Model Architecture for Intelligent Systems} \]

* See section 3.
these critical issues. Our ultimate goal is for RCS to evolve into a unified solution paradigm to the large scale automation and intelligent control problem. In an earlier paper, Huang [10] outlines RCS as a multiple dimensional reference model architecture (Figure 1). This paper further extends this concept, especially toward manufacturing application domains. Several projects that have been developed using different versions of RCS are briefly discussed in terms of how they can fit into this model.

2. Multiple dimensional reference model architecture

The NIST Hierarchical Real-time Control (RCS) is a reference model architecture, under development and being applied since two decades ago. Research results obtained [11, 12, 13] have demonstrated that the concept of reference model architecture is extremely useful since it provides a unified approach and common execution behavior across classes of problems. The RCS architecture prescribes a canonical form based on a generic intelligent machine system model (see section 3). This facilitates the architecture's openness and scalability. RCS is rich because it applies multiple but integrated representation paradigms to model the necessary perspectives of a system. Rich representations are important. Literature has revealed that applying a simplistic modeling paradigm has failed for large systems [8].

The term hierarchy can mean different things to different people. In an object oriented paradigm, a hierarchy can mean a tree describing class derivation. In a functional decomposition paradigm, a hierarchy can mean layers of subfunctions representing a system. Booch [6] describes these two perspectives. In previous research efforts, NIST ISD has successfully explored the task, or level of authority, based hierarchy (see section 4) and a functional view of RCS (see section 3). NIST ISD has also been developing generic software templates and libraries that can be inherited by new RCS applications. As described in [10], a multiple dimensional framework representing the following three paradigms: level of authority, functional decomposition, and inheritance (Figure 1) can be used to model intelligent

3. The functional/processing decomposition dimension—an intelligent machine model

As described earlier, a generic controller node resides at the origin of the coordinate system and is functionally described by an intelligent machine model [9]. The functional decomposition notion means that a node is decomposed into finer and finer functions extending farther along this axis.

In Figure 2, the origin of the axis shows a controller node as a whole. It permits interaction from an operator. At the second unit, a node is represented by sensory processing (SP), world modeling (WM), behavior generation (BG), and value judgment (VJ) functions, as described below:

The sensory processing (SP) function samples sensory data, filters and integrates sensory information over space
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Figure 2: Functional/processing decomposition of a controller node
and time, recognizes patterns, and detects events. In other words, as illustrated at the third unit of Figure 2, SP is decomposed into subfunctions including data acquisition and data integration. The following paragraph provides an example:

Next Generation Inspection System (NGIS) Project: ISD is involved in a manufacturing inspection system project [14] sponsored by the NGIS consortium, which itself is organized by the National Center for Manufacturing Sciences. In the project, the SP includes the integration of vision and touch probe data. This intends to overcome deficiencies in current coordinate measurement machines (CMM) which must be pre-programmed for each part being measured (a time consuming process), and which can not distinguish areas of interest (edges, holes, grooves, etc.) from less interesting areas (flat surfaces).

The world model (WM) function conceptually models the state space of the system, which includes maintaining the knowledge base for a node in real-time. The following is a set of state variables that a node WM maintains:

* The plan information: the set of plans (see section 4.2.2) that a node is capable of performing, the name of the plan that is being executed, and the current state of execution.
* The node status: typical status values are Reset, Executing, Done, Waiting, Error, and Emergency stop.
* The error code: typical errors are mismatch of command or status between senders and receivers, correspondent nodes not responding, time out, etc.
* The performance indices: Timing and frequency of occurrence.
* The data to be shared by other nodes: object position, map with proper resolutions, etc.

The WM also stores system parameters such as inertia matrices and forward and inverse kinematic transformation.

Within an application, the node WMs are distributed throughout the system.

The value judgment (VJ) module computes the costs based on determined criteria (safety, schedule, etc.) for the planning activities (see the Planner below).

The behavior generation (BG) function is responsible for planning and executing the tasks that a node receives from its superior node at the higher authoritative level (see section 4). The output tasks are sent to its subordinate nodes at the lower level as input commands.

The third unit along the axis describes that the above node major functions can be decomposed into subfunctions. BG contains the following subfunctions: the planner (PL), the executor (EX), and the job assigner (JA).

Planning typically involves hypothesizing actions, requesting WM to predict the results of these actions, requesting VJ to compute the costs of the actions, and selecting the best plan. The plan is then executed by EX through servoing the control variables and computing output commands for the next level nodes. JA partitions the output commands generated by EX and sends them to the lower level nodes.

As shown in Figure 2, the fourth unit along the axis yields another layer of functional decomposition. The following paragraph illustrates a decomposition of PL:

Technologies Enabling Agile Manufacturing (TEAM) research effort: The ISD TEAM research effort describes multiple planning functions [15]. A trajectory generator is responsible for the coordinated control of multiple continuous-valued devices -- as opposed to the discrete logic control which is responsible for the coordinated control of discrete-valued devices. The amount of planning sophistication depends on the coordination and the synchronization between the two types of state variables.

A node is subject to operator interaction (OI). An operator may send commands to the BG or request WM data for display.

For detailed descriptions of the node functions, see [9, 12].

4. The level of authority dimension—hierarchical levels

In a complex automation system, multiple controller nodes, as described above, are distributed and are authoritatively connected to form a hierarchical architecture. The dimension described in this section shows how the authority chain is formed.

4.1 levels of authority

RCS predefines the following hierarchical levels as the guidelines for partitioning a hierarchical system:

Level 6 -- problem domain level, also called facility or mission level. This is the highest level. The controller receives overall commands, from the user, for the entire control system. The BG function of this node decomposes these commands and outputs the results to the responsible next level controllers.
Level 5 -- group level. Multiple groups of equipment (see level 4) may exist and they must be coordinated at this level. For example, a manufacturing production line may have multiple workstations. A workstation may have multiple pieces of equipment. The group level, therefore, contains these workstation controllers.

Level 4 -- equipment, or task level. A node at this level typically models a major physical entity, for example, a submarine. Tasks received by the controllers at this level concern how each piece of equipment is expected to perform to accomplish a system goal.

Level 3 -- elementary move (emove) level. The emove level is the kinematic control level. Any task is decomposed into a series of subtasks that are free of kinematic limits, singularities, and obstacles. Sensor data submitted from the primitive level (see below) may be combined to produce surface features, feature distance and relative orientation, etc.

Level 2 -- primitive (prim) level. The primitive level is the dynamic control level. The kinematically sound tasks are computed for subtasks that are dynamically smooth. The SP function integrates and fuses data gathered from individual sensors and produces linear features for objects.

Level 1 -- actuator level. The controller nodes at this level interact with the environment. The BG generates electrical, hydraulic, or mechanical commands to activate the actuators. The SP function for this level is to receive signals from each individual sensor and to process them.

4.2 Tenets of this dimension

4.2.1 Canonical form

The controller nodes repeat and extend themselves in the context of the intelligent machine model to a level sufficiently high to describe a system. A unified execution behavior is exhibited across all the controller nodes at all the levels.

This canonical form also implies the flexibility of the number of nodes at the levels and the number of sublevels within a level. Each level can have none or multiple nodes except for the highest level where there is one node. Some problems may require only on-off types of control and may not require a dynamic (prim) level. When the tasks are complex enough to warrant another level of decomposition between a pair of predefined parent and child levels, multiple sublevels may be needed. The following illustrates this fact:

The NIST Automated Manufacturing Research Facility (AMRF) [16]: As seen in Figure 3, a manufacturing facility contains multiple shops. A shop may contain multiple cells. A cell may have multiple workstations. A workstation may have multiple pieces of equipment. There are three sub levels within the group level.

4.2.2 Execution of system goals via task decomposition

The behavior generation (BG) function of the node(s) at each level receives the commands (tasks) from the level above, decomposes them, and outputs the results to the responsible next level controllers. In other words, controllers at a particular level coordinate the execution of the next lower level controllers. The following project illustrates this activity:
Submarine Automation [17]: See Figure 4. A submarine is encountering a problem while transiting undersea and needs to rise to its periscope depth. The Run_Mission_5 command is given to the command controller (CC). This command is decomposed into Prep_Emergency_Vent, Submerged_Transit, Submerged_Vent, and Emergency_Vent commands. The exact behavior involving these four commands is shown in the state diagram, called a plan in the RCS architecture. Through a series of task decompositions such as this down the hierarchy, each controller receives commands and executes its plans. Actuator control signals are issued at the lowest level to control the turbine, clutches, sail and stern planes, etc.

4.2.3 Resolution, temporal span, and spatial span
Higher levels deal with tasks and data that have less resolution but longer time and wider spatial span. Lower levels deal with tasks and data that have more resolution but shorter time and narrower spatial span.

5. The inheritance dimension--reference model to application
As shown in Figure 5, along this axis, the desired functionality of models at the left of the axis is inherited by models at the right. Kramer et al., [18] introduced a similar concept called multiple tiers of architectures. RCS, being a reference model architecture, implies that the properties of the intelligent machine model, described in section 3, is inherited by any class of problems using the architecture. Manufacturing control systems is one class of problems. Any discrete parts manufacturing control system RCS inherits properties developed for the manufacturing control system RCS. This inheritance relationship can extend to many layers. Each layer can contribute commonly useful software library sets. This fact makes this architectural implementation process efficient and makes the RCS development environment rich. The following paragraph illustrates this:

1 References to company or product names are for identification only and do not imply NIST endorsement.
6. The Integrated Framework

The described multiple dimensional framework provides an open mechanism and canonical form that are scalable from multiple perspectives. Automation and intelligent control systems of any size can be represented on the framework. The inheritance feature facilitates software reuse. The use of a reference model expedites system development. Therefore, we anticipate that this framework shortens development cycles of the manufacturing systems. Figure 7 illustrates these features. An RCS architectural implementation can be viewed as a hierarchy tree rooted on a notch on the inheritance axis and growing in parallel with the authority axis. The tree leaves represent controller nodes, which can be decomposed along the functional axis.

Figure 7: The Integrated Framework

The knowledge base, or world model (WM), of an entire implementation system is formed by the integration of each individual node WM. The controller hierarchy and task structure serve as the references for the organization of the node task knowledge.

The projects concerned with issues related to an integrated framework include:

Systems Integration for Manufacturing Applications (SIMA) Joint Architecture project [18]: The goal of this project is to incorporate manufacturing process planning, control, information management, and communication aspects to obtain, in detail, a generic architecture for discrete parts manufacturing facilities. This project also emphasizes the inheritance aspect.

The NIST ISD Tools Project: A specification for a RCS computer-aided control system development (CACSD) tool is being investigated. The goal is an automated environment facilitating the development of intelligent and automation systems covering the very early conceptualization stages through the final critical mission real-time operation stages.

7. Summary and Future Directions

We have presented a multiple dimensional reference model architecture called RCS to facilitate manufacturing system automation and intelligent system control. RCS has the following advantages:

* An open architecture with rich representations.
* A distributed and efficient structure for integrating and organizing system knowledge.
* A framework facilitating information sharing and software reuse.

We expect to continue exploring this framework. We have demonstrated that various advanced projects possess various features of the framework. Sharing and inheriting common knowledge among projects can be expedited once their relationships on the coordinate system are established. The projects described in this paper are part of NIST's on-going collaborative effort with government, industry, and academia to pursue open-architecture controllers. The objective is to alleviate the problems associated with incorporating proprietary technologies in industrial applications and to reduce product costs.

Architecture concerns additional hardware and software issues that are not covered in this paper, for example, the use of industrial de facto software and hardware standards for the control architecture. We expect to experiment with these additional issues under this framework. Our goal is
a fully described open and scalable architecture that will benefit the manufacturing industry and research and development community.
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